Varieties of Normativity
Princeton University
Saturday, November 15

9 – 10 am: Breakfast, Tower Room

10 – 11:45 am: “The Truth in Constitutivism” by Tristram McPherson
(Virginia Tech), with comments by Sarah McGrath
(Princeton), Marx 301

11:45 – 1.15 pm: Lunch, Tower Room

1.15 – 3 pm: “Does "ought" imply "feasible"?”, Nic Southwood (ANU), with
comments by Billy Dunaway (Oxford), Marx 301

3 – 4 pm: Coffee, Tower Room

4 – 5.45 pm: “Normativity without Cartesian Privilege” by Amia Srinivasan
(Oxford), with comments by Errol Lord (Penn), Marx 301

6 – late pm: Dinner, Tower Room

The Tower Room and Marx 301 are both in Marx Hall, Princeton University.

This workshop is funded by CRNAP (The Cooperative Research Network in Analytic
Philosophy) and Princeton’s UCHV (University Center for Human Values).